
J. S. TAYLOR 
the Australian designer 
and innovator, tells -us 
about one of the great 
feats of little -ship sailing 
in a 20 ft. Trimaran of 
his own design. 
(He did the illustrations 
for his story, too) 

a day's run of 

FIRST OF JULY, SM OOTH SEAS, 
EIGHT TO TEN KN. SE. WIND, 
SLIGHT FLAT SWELL. (MAU/'S logbook of 1959) 

THE log is hke a pair of crutches to the unreliable 
human memory; in turn it is a miserable poor tool to 
express the subjective impressions of the mind. 

The jotted down record just could not tell about the 
impossibly-clear winter day, so typical in this part of the 
year south of the Coral Sea. The SE. trade, after having 
grown tired , is in one of its rare gentle moods and helps to 
make the most perfect sailing day the cruising man could 
wish for. The redesigned and rebuilt Maui knifes to wind
ward in a style she never possessed before. 

Tiller lashed, she keeps an unerring course on her own, 
relieving her skipper from activity. Both the tired mind 
and body have found the long-seeked relaxation by fixing 
a hypnotised gaze on the slender and razor-sharp bows 
following the swell rhythmically. 

Her movement keeps throwing the fine blue pearls of 
transparent water high up on to the topsides, cascading 
over the s_trange Maori carving on the stem. Burnt black 
by_ the artist of a lost craft, in the acid smoke of glowing 
driftwood, the surface has a rich ebony colour. 

The dagger-like cutwater cruelly slashes into the froth 
surface . and the narrow transom starts to pull a shallow 
trough m the wake. There is a bit more weight in the wind 
and Maui ~as come to life. 

The em'.1ronment is uncannily quiet, just the burbling 
brook _beh1i:id the transom breaks the fantastic silence. The 
wake is famt, but stands out on the mirror-like surface, 
an_d one can trace it right to the horizon. It is our last 
bridge to the firm ground left days ago. 

There to . the west spreads the oldest continent of the 
W<?rld, feeding the youngest civilisation. People living on 
this vast _land belong to a tribe that pays devoted homage 
t<? ~~e t'."'m pagan gods of regular way of life and technical 
c1v1lisat1on. Successfully conditioned to the new brave 
world, ~hey have elected the pay envelope a chief priest at 
the shrine of "welfare living". 

The members. of the sect believe to have everything, and 
to have everything better than it was before. By punching 
a button they can ~njoy more seabreezy seabreeze than 
the real one, and their vitamin tablets pack more kick than 
any natural product. They can travel faster and farther 
than anybody before and they can enjoy a more adven· 
turous hfe than Ortez the Conquistador. . . . All done in 
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& MILES 
an air-conditioned room, s1ttmg in a comfortable ea y 
chair, sipping the. ice-cold artifici_al orange juice and 
gazing into the bluish light of the 1d1ot box. . 

The achievements are admired by many, but the escapist 
is not a rare specimen. Even split personalities, unable to 
choose between two worlds, used to make valiant efforts 
to save their souls from the final reorientation process. 
Time to time a new hobo of the seas starts to retrace the 
long-vanished wake of people who preferred the real thing 
to any improved and fortified artificial product. . 

We are on our way to the Reef. The great Barrier Reef 
is one of the world's natural marvels and , even to-day a 
fair portion of it is uncharted. Most reliable charts are 
based on data supplied by Captain Cook. 

We had no famous tourist resorts in mind , exploration 
of the outer Reef and the treacherous passages were in the 
plan. Not a very sane plan , not even with the right boat. 
but the sane way of life was the very item we have left 
behind to sink into the more and more turbulent wake of 
Maui a few days ago. 

The last observed position placed us more than 150 miles 
offshore and we have kept the course for so long just be
cause it was the comfortable self-steering one. 

About six the wind increased and at eight Maui was 
pressed hard under her light-weather gear. Time has come 
for a more purposeful activity and Maui settled in her new 
course 320 degrees magnetic, keeping the apparent wind 
slightly abaft the beam and presenting the queer sensation 
of reaching fast in following seas. 

In spite of the freeing wind, she just could carry her 
peakhead genoa and in a short time she was pressed just as 
hard as before on the wind. All the restraint felt before was 
gone and she was moving with the consistency of a motor
boat, keeping the needle of the speedo between 13 and 14 
knots. 

In the prevailing conditions there was nothing thrilling 
about her speed. She has given the impression of a low
flying raft without the usual wild movements and flying 
spray associated with fast boats. The slight seas were short 
yet, and she was overtaking them in quick succession but 
already feeling a small but helpful lift from the swell. 

Maui was the fifth improved version of the first trimaran 
cruiser designed for offshore work. Her 20-ft. overall 
length, coupled with the 22-in. beam of the main hull 
make any attempt to turn her into a comfortable cruising 
craft futile. She is a trial horse, an over-sized experimental 
working model that could be sailed with a crew of one on 
long offshore trips. 
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The present version carries. more sail t_han ever and, it is 
frankly admitted she was ngged especially to hunt new 

f rm~nce records. She has broken already. one 
~ff shore ~ir r~corded highest performances o_f her . predeces-

y o~e,t ashe never came clo e to the 217-mile daily run of 
sor . u h ' h had a modified sea-sled bottom. That run 
Maw-I dw 1~ very favou rable wave-riding conditions and 
was ma e m . f I h ·1 d Maui-I was the most magnificent surer . ave sa1 _e . 

w r not trying to prove the ability of a tnma_ran 
. e ~e e ffshore conditions. This result has been botled 

cruiser mo~ time ago. If the daily run recorded JS betwee_n 1f ;'~:d 1 
2Ji miles without really trying t.hen the boat is 

fast even by trimaran standard . Trying to break the 
~\JY reco;d would prove the higher potential ~peed of the 

·0n but amounted to a stunt, which , 1f successful, new vers1 , 
h d hardly any chance to get repeated. 

a She can spread 374 sq. ft. of sail ~rea_, in_ place of_ her 
1 250 which served her well even m hght1sh cond1t1ons. 

~7~a sq. ft'. in an efficient _rig combin!?d ~ith ~ess t~an half ~ 
ton displacement is a mighty combmat1on 1f quick reduc 
tion of the over-sized area coul~ be assured. 

The design is unique for a tnmaran. She has very short 
planing floats pushed well in front of .the centre of buf y-

By design they develop an unsuitable .shape for a t 
a~f{ if M aui heels to anything like cap~1zmg angle: Sh.e 
g g fa stest when about half of her max imum stability is 
~~fi~d on to carry her sails. If pressed harder than. that thd 
increased resistance is not matched by the increase 

ressure on the sails and she slows down . . The over· 
~anvassed Maui rings the alarm by not responding to gusts 
in the usual manner. . . 

She would not tempt the racing-n:1~ded skipper to carry 
more sail than suitable for the cond1t10.ns. . 

The rig plan shown uses the _expenen~e. game? by t~e 
previous variations. A trimaran h~e Mam 1~ caps!zable, m 
spite of the opinions of some dt:signers. Beu~g sailed , as a 
rule singlehanded, she needed a ng that contnbuted to both 
afety and easy handling. . f 1 

The staysail is boomed and self-tending. The genoa ur s 
on a fo restay spar the drum of which would be operated 
by the pull of th~ mainsheet in . case of emergency. The 
shrouds are terminated in a sprmg-tens1oned gadget that 
first eases both main and genoa sheet, and later lets th~m 
go if the pull in the shroud nears danger level. After bemg 
released the genoa furls automatically, using the very same 
pressure of wind that would have caused the damage. . 

An additional safety factor is the fact that the boat is 
entirely self-bailing. It has beei:i demonstrated that after 
being totally submerged she drams the last. drop of water 
in not more than six seconds. A Polynes1an boat .has . a 
very small cubic content and . ~ very big h.atch opening ~n 
comparison . The non-selfba1hng Polynes1an could sh!P 
more water through her hatch than could be handled m 
time. 1 · ft 

The present variation is not an all-out p amng era . as 
were her predecessors. After lengthenin~ (the first version 
was 18 ft. LOA.) the mainhull has acqmrt:d very fine , sea
kindly lines and the underwater part IJ}corporates the 
latest ideas of trying to create a low-resistance hull _by 
boundary layer control. Her deep hull draws only_ 14 m .. 
but seems to be quite satisfactory t_o go to windward 
without boards. On this t rip we earned a second secret 
weapon- a very narrow, high-aspect-ratio board based on 
the same idea as the hull. 

Anyway, back to passage-making . . 
Some seas are building up slowly with occ~s!onal wh ite 

hor es. Maui is not surfing yet, but takes pos1t1ve advant
age of the longer seas. She keeps climbing up on the back 
of the wave hesitates on the crest for a second and starts 
a fast dow~hill ride with the speedo steadil y rising and 
with hardly any pressure on the sheets. . 

Maui enjoys the most perfect conditions and carr!es a 
rig to suit. There is a lot of time on hand and the sk1pl?er 
turns to the usual occupation of the lone sailors, cooking 
the goodies. 

The first few hours reading gives better than I~ knots 
average. Maui has done better than that for short distances 
before, but the wind was exceptionally steady and slowly 
increasing, thus giving the hope for a good 24-hour run. I 
started to press her to the limit. 

Twenty fathoms of quarter-inch chain and the heavy 
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R, 196 3 

Mains '! 180 sq. ft . 

Genoa 152 sq. H. 

Stays'! 42 sq. ft . 

The very advanced t~i~aran t~ought out by_ sailor:designer J. S. 
Taylor for his astonishing day s run . Technical pomts are men
tioned in the text, but the design will be described fully in a later, 
second article •••• 

S ketch shows what hap
per1s if she gets flooded . 

Floot 

plough anchor with the light ground tack.le were moved 
into a locker under the windward seat in the cockpit. After 
flooding the ten-gallon ballast tank, we have carried con
siderable weight far aft of _the centre of buoyancy and as 
far out to windward as possible. Keeping to the line of hard 
work associated with record-breaking attempts the skipper's 
weight was depo~ited into the windward safety net and in . a 
short time she picked up nearly four knots extra speed m 
the ever-increasing wm~. 

The hourly l<?g re~dmg and the occasional speedo read
ing are nearly 1dent1cal. The help by the developing long 

(Cont inued on poge 50) 
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The bulkhead compass above t he chart table ind icated that 
Maui was keeping a true cou rse ... 

306 Mile Day's Run 
(Continued from page 23) 

waves seems to cancel out the effect of lulls. As time passes, 
she feels .slightly over-canvassed in spite of the efforts to 
keep her m the right trim. While tobogganing down on the 
face ~f the ~ave she sta rts to trim by the bow. The change 
of attitude 1 hardly noticeable but detrimental enough to 
be recorded by the needle of the speedo. Jn the stronger 
gust her speed drops to 12 knots. 

One deep. reef in the !11a in while the rest of the rig is left 
untouc.hed 1s like spurri ng a horse and Maui settles down 
to serious surfing. The seas are well-developed and she 
takes them slightl y on the quarter. The wind starts to be 
gusty and . strong, so kee~ing her at top performance make 
the handlmg of the furling. gear an annoying necessity. 

T.he P\easant and fast sailing develops into a wild ride 
exhilara.tmg but hard on the stamina at the same time. · 

A quick check on the speed chart shows promi ing pro
gres~ and I really start to feel the long-awaited chance 
c~mmg. I prepare for a long watch that might extend the 
night through . 

After furling . the genoa she can be left unattended , till 
makmg about. nme knots. We are now in the world of com
fortable cru1smg and the break is used to bring records up 
to date, to. do th~ cha rtwork, and to prepa re cold and hot 
meals for immediate and later use. 

After both satisfying the earthly needs and listening to 
the weather report, I felt the need to prepare for a good 
tough night by stretchin_g out on the top of the bunk. The 
d.eep pol ystyrene flotation dampens the noise level con
siderably, but even so the din is incredible below decks 
The .ge!1tle rush along the hull is like a thundering water~ 
fall . ms1de, and the fluctuating strength of the wind could 
be JUdged, after practic.e, quite accuratel y. The light fibre
glass ~nd. ply construction, cou pled with the thin stainless 
steel nggmg, passes very welt for an over-sized violin 

The smal.I bulk~ead compass above the chart table · hows 
th~t M~~11 is. keepmg the course well and, after checking for 
ot er s !PS m the offing. I decide to snatch a hort nap. 

The smgle-handed sailor must Jeep like a hare. Even in 
deep sl umber T feel the ever-changing rate of acceleration 
as Maui climbs the .b~ck of the wave. or goes tearing down 
~~· ~afil Th\ fam1.liar clatter invades the subconscious, 
tb 1~ d t~rs 

1
1
1 

e noi es. and 1f there 1s no sign of danger 
e 0 Y 1s. a o.wed to continue to rest. 

t 1
1 ~eb" ~·~tenfimg to the din , ever-increasing sounds dis

~r e Y e ~st deep sleep. T can see Maui as from a 
higQ· vant~ge P~mt surfing on the faces of endless seas and 
ma mg e noise o.f a . fire engine. Suddenly I am awake 
~h fidd that .Jhhe no_1 e is not less in reality than it was i~ 

e ream. e ~md has kicked up to the usual trade 
strength and fa!r- 1zed seas were running. 

She was making better than 16 knots under working can
vis. In. ~e ,:ate afternoon the south-easter finds 25 knots
p us wit a signs of increasing. The moonle s night ha s 
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fallen and Maui i.s having ~.hard time in the tumbling seas_ 
The usu.al routme of sailing her by speedo in the dark 

fails this . ume. Around midnight the wind is above 30 knots 
and g~stmg strong!~. While cruising it would be time for 
~he spitfire or runnmg before under bare poles but Maui 
is flogged along. The mainsheet is released by' the safety 
gadget a couple of times in each half an hour and Maui 
doe not respond with acceleration. ' 

It is chilling to listen to the approach of a huge breakin g 
sea and to be able to see nothing. The boat lu~che and 
goes mto an alarming trim, feeling the effect of the in
creasing slope ; then , as an an ticlimax the foamy fingers of 
the . ea that collapsed in a thunder se~m to fade out before 
coming really close to the transom. You have to sail by 
feel, t~ere is nothing the eye could get a hold on but the 
eerie light of the luminous crests. 

A.fter yea rs of intimate friendship with the sea the Jack 
of .light 1s no more a handicap and I can see her antic as 
if 1t were broad da ylight. Mau! is in a nasty seaway, but 
these are the conditions for which the ancient Pol yne ian 
designed their boat . 

What is happening is impossible in any conventional 
boats' standard, and lunacy by any standard book of 
sea manship. The f~st offshore Pol ynesian i a totally differ
ent boat and re9uire a eamanship about which no book 
has yet been written. 

It would seem prudent not to provoke fate and low 
down . 

Jn turn , o!1~ cannot go slow with a Pol ynesian in the 
present conditions. She would make more than JO knots 
under bare poles ; streaming warps has never worked; and 
tr~ ing to hang to a sea anchor is as good as an attempt at 
su1c1de. 

The waves explodin.g at the transom in a following sea 
a re feare9 by most skippers, but the Pol ynesian is not co n
cerned with what happens in .the . wake-it is the past, with
out s1grnfic~r:ice. The danger 1s right ahead, or up to wind
ward. Mall/ 1s faster than the wave, she is a perfectly-con
troll ~ ble powered surfboard , and the collapsing breaker is 
pushmg away that which it is trying to reach. 

Now it is impossible to ee anything not illuminated by 
the fluores~ent crests, and Maui is doing her inimita ble 
roller-coastm~, shooting. boldl y into the black void before 
us. The glowmg spray 1s thrown as high as the crosstree 
enveloping. th~ boat in an unearthly light. ' 

After midnight we get severe rainsquall , which are com
mon ~o the area. They last only a few seconds, but have 
the kick of a stea~-hammer and scarcely a breath of wind 
betw~en them. During the ~ard ~lows Maui acts drunkenl y 
and 1s pressed very . hard 1.n spite of the immediately re
duce~ .canva . Day t_1me 1t 1s frequently possi ble to dodge 
the v1c1ous squall ,.Just by depending on the high speed of 
the boat.. but nothmg can be seen in the dark and reefin g 
and shakmg out the reefs were the order. 

The ~uffi:ting has put an enormous strain on the rigging 
and ta~in~ 1t easy was the obvious thing to do, but the la t 
check indicated th~ t we still ca n make a " best-ever" dail y 
run. 1f we keep gomg. 

At 0300 we a~e under ~rastically reduced canvas. With 
her 50-sq. ft. spit.fire she 1s docile and more comfortable 
than any conven.t1pnal craft of her size would be in the 
very rough cond1twns- but even so the movement is little 
short of terrific. 
. She is topping eight knots and frequently urfin g. It is 

time t<? put on some .dry gear and to get a hot meal and a 
hot drink. It turns bitterl y cold and, at this comparatively 
low peed , the phenomenal sea condi tion s are quite 

appa rent. Jn the erratic light thrown through the big 
perspex dome ab<?ve the chart table I can see no spray but 
big chunks of olid water fl ying by. ' 

We should have plenty of searoom before us, and it 
does not eem likel y that we will see our target , S:i umarez 
Reef . . before 1000 hours. but you think of the galloping 
miles m the darkness. and doubts are inevitable ... 

You . sen_se .the tremendous area of the Great Barrier 
Reef w1~h its Jagged coral faces rushing up. You go yellow 
and decide to check on the accurate position . 

An . hour later Jl.:taui is sailing comfortabl y in easing 
co.nd1t1ons .. She came her genoa and nothing el e. Reefing 
this odd ng to ba re poles takes no more than a few 
econds without the nece ity to leave the cockpit. 
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At daybreak the wind has steadied to 15 to 20 knots, 
but the Jumpy seas make sailing anything but comfortable. 

Sighting the low-lying reef is not easy and from day
break we keep a sharp watch. Saumarez Reef first appears 
in the form of a steaming kettle. An enormous swell is 
breaking above it, and the eas to windward are dirty. 
We are sailing through this patch of water wetter than any 
time during the night until the reef is on the beam and we 
set course. a fast-reaching one, in the direction of Frederick 
Reefs, our first projected stop. Frederick Reef is on our 
starboard beam at 0930. 

Our chart hows that we have covered more than 350 
mile from the tart of this episode. In the 24 hours the 
di tance wa 306 miles by the chart and 342 miles by the 
log! 

The discrepancy could be accounted for by either the 
outh-setting current, which runs pretty fast at times or the 

erratic course sai led during the night and not recorded on 
the chart- or a combination of both. 

You think you would have enjoyed the trip ? 
1f you do, then you have an approach to sailing different 

than that of the average crui ing man. This is the point I 
would like to make for the benefit of those who think 
that to go cruising on the open sea and still make record 
pas ages, all they need to have is a new-fangled Polyne-
ian cruiser. Although the 306 miles day's run does not 

come even close to some performances predicted or hoped 
for by optimistic designers, thi effort has never been 
beaten by any other Pol ynesian cruiser during the years. 
The explanation is given in the story-and it is quite 
obvious that such a daily run is not the cruising per
formance of Maui. 

For a start, she is far from any cruising proportion and 
she was built for offshore performance without compro
mising. She was especially fitted out for breaking records 
and she was sailed irrespective of safety considerations 
hard- very hard- all the time. Sailing a trimaran offshore 
with ballast hifted to windward and flogging her in rough 
ea conditions to squeeze the last drop of performance is 

the way the designer could get a lot of information . In 
turn, none of tho e things should be ex pected from the 
skipper of a crui ing craft. 

Nevertheless, the tory seems to indicate that the well
de igned Polyne ian offshore boat has something the 
ballasted conventional craft never had- and this applies to 
both cruising and offshore racing. 

[In a subsequent article Maui 's revolutionary centreboard 
will be described.-Ed.] :: 

Many of the ideas fo r the revolutionary Maui were tried on this 
little experimental trimaran. However, ideas go on- and Taylor's 
experimenting is very fa r from being at an end . 

BOTTLE POST 
Algoa Bay Haven .. . 
Eastern Cape Yacht Racing A sociation. P.O. Box 2077, 

Port Elizabeth. 
Dea r Sir, 

l read with interest the editorial and letters in your pa t 
few i sues concerning more in pired sail ing waters for 
mall -boat enthusiasts and a po sible ite for a small-boat 

harbour near Miller's Point, Cape Town. We in Port Eliza
beth suffer more than most from lack of adequate sailing 
waters, our only venue being the narrow Zwartkops River, 
which has ilted up considerably in recent years. 

Representatives from all forms of boating, sailing and 
fishing have got together and formed an action committee 
to investigate and promote the development of a mall
boat harbour at H umewood / Summerstrand . A site between 
the Bird and Pollock Rocks is regarded as suitable. 

The Port Elizabeth ha rbour i out of the question for 
reasons of ecurity and the fact that one's tenure would 
never be secure. Our Li pton C up fleet died for lack of 
facilities and withdrawal of concession s. 

We envisage a harbour of some ten acres providing 
anchorage for keelers , charter motor craft with slipway 
facilities for small boats. but not for commercial fishing 
interest . A harbour on the Itali an Riviera style with 
restaurants and clu bs would provide Port Elizabeth with a 
fantastic tourist attrac tion , especially for international deep 
sea fishing contests. 

Before submitting the scheme and models to the Govern
ment and P rovincial Council th is com mittee intends in
ve ligating all aspects of the technical problems which 
would be encountered and particularly whether the site 
chosen is the be t, considering the strong winds of Port 
Elizabeth. 

We feel that there must be many of your readers in 
South Africa who have had practical experience in design
ing and constructing small harbours here and overseas and 
who would be prepared to offer advice and correspond 
with the committee. 

Readers who think they can assist us technicall y are 
kindly requested to write to me for more details. Photo
graph of overseas yacht harbours will al o be u eful. 

T. A. Senn. 

A 11 article 011 small boat haven and facilities will be 
published i11 a later issue.-E<l. 

Trimaran Cruising 

Dear Sir. 
P.O. Box 8, Mbabane, Swaziland. 

We are thinking of having a trimaran built during the 
next 12 month and I have written to Pivercraft in this 
connection . 

It would be appreciated if you could put us in touch 
with authorities able to advise. on round-the-world crui ing 
- at leisure- where expert advice could be obtained in con
nection with the fitting out of the craft navigational 
in truments. lores, etc. ' 
. You ~ight perhaps be .a ble to a9vise on what yo u con

sider suitable book covering the a1lmg of cra ft conditions 
in the various ocean and the be t place fro~ which to 
purchase the charts required . 

I know this. is asking a great deal of you but if we are 
to be able ~o hve on a .craft and spend some yea rs cruising, 
at least. with your a 1stance ~nd that of any authoritie , 
such a John Teale and the van.ous outfitter and su ppliers, 
plus anyone who has done a fair amount of wo rld cruising 
and who might be prepared to advi e us, we hould at 
leas t get off to a good start. 

P. O'Shea. : : 
We suggesr, for rh e. Harr. you drop a line to John Good

wi11. :4pp/egartl! . Ma111 R o<_td, Hour Bay. He has a lot of 
practical experience on trimarans. Also write to Mercer 
Bach & Hickson, Dock R oad, Cape Town for charts and 
Select Booksellers, P.O. Box 1904, Cape Town for a 
1•ariety of suitable books.- Ed . 
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